
Tasting Sheet



Why OXES and 
not OXEN? 

Yes, this is bad English, but it’s not about language, it’s about heritage - a heritage that’s in each 
bottle of 10 Oxes. 

According to renowned writing specialist Mignon Fogarty, AKA Grammar Girl - 

You may have heard that English is a Germanic language. The -en ending on plurals is something we get 
from our German roots. In Old English, some nouns were made plural with -s and -es as they are today, 

but many nouns took -en to become plural.

The s-form plurals became dominant in northern England first, while the en-form hung on in southern 
England. 

By the 14th century, the s-form became dominant everywhere, but people didn't let go of the en-form 
completely; as late as the 16th century the plural of eye was eyen and the plural of hose was hosen. 

Today only a few en-forms survive; the most common are oxen and children.

Basically, when our farm was established by Andries Barnard, he had 10Oxes - which is how he 
referred to them. 

These Oxes helped work the land, which is our home today. 

That’s why we honour this heritage with Oxes and not Oxen.     



In 1880, Waboomskraal was just a piece of land – until a farmer and family man 
found his lost oxen on the land. Four generations later, Waboomskraal farm has 

transformed into the beautiful Oppie Plaas wedding venue in George. 

But do you know what pairs perfectly with weddings? Gin

Not just any gin either, but 10 Oxes Gin! 

This strawberry and chocolate-infused craft gin –
Dapper – is as delicious as it sounds and is the first of many gins to come!
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Appearance: 
Crystal clear

Aroma: 
Mild piney juniper & chocolate and 
generous amounts of fresh zested citrus, 
particularly orange and strawberry.

Taste: 
Fresh zingy juniper with sweet 
fruity gooseberry, citrus and 
eucalyptus notes. Burst alive with 
sweet zesty strawberry, moderate 
juniper and smooth middle taste of 
chocolate & orange.

Aftertaste: 
Lingering nutty chocolate & 
Orange with a mild spicy finish.



Strawberry and Chocolate Gin. Ok then, 10 Oxes Gin from 
SA has a striking bottle design..Simple but yet good looking 
enough to tweak interest wherever it’s seen...

But when you look closer...Strawberry and Chocolate infused 
on the label really had me raising my eyebrows... 10 Oxes 
remind you of strength and muscle...pulling wagons across 
mountains and planes, chocolate strawberries remind me of 
romantic picnics and chocolate fountains at fancy do’s where 
molten chocolate is showered over everything you can poke 
with a toothpick... Here’s the thing though...it peaked my 
interest!

On the nose you smell Juniper...and then something more 
like mango...as I dotted my nose all over the glass...one  nos-
tril at a time...from the bottom and then letting my breath 
warmly blow notes out of the Gin from the top I picked up 
chocolate...not Cadburys dairy milk but a kind of Raw woody 
chocolate.

In the palette strawberries make their appearance...again a 
Mango-y taste...vaguely chocolatey...the balance of botani-
cals is adequate and nothing artificial is detected.

For me the spirit can be a little more refined...I would 
imagine a chocolate Gin to feel creamy on the mouth...so 
perhaps working on the mouthfeel would give this Gin a 
lovely Edge... I tried it a few times over ice and found that 
as the Ice 
melted it became very drinkable .. Tonic will lift it to very 
drinkable status and why not accentuate with some straw-
berries for garinsh.

Overall I can gladly reccomend that you try it to make up 
your own mind..
10 Oxes will be availiable soon so keep a eye out for it!

Happy Ginning beautiful people.
Your Spirits Guide...The Bearded Gin Guy
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